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PREFACE
Dear Students,

The ‗Current Affairs‘ section is an integral part of any examination. This edition of Manthan has been developed by our
team to help you cover all the important events of the Week. This comprehensive bulletin will help you prepare the
section in a vivid manner. We hope that our sincere efforts will serve you in a better way to fulfill aspirations.

Happy Reading

Team CL
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POLITY AND GOVERNANCE
National

Six Indian places added to tentative list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites


Six Indian sites, including the temples of Kanchipuram in Tamil Nadu, the Ganga ghats in Varanasi, and
the Satpura Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh, have been added to the tentative list of UNESCO‘s world
heritage sites, the Ministry of Culture, recently announced. The submissions were made by Archaeological
Survey of India, which is responsible for the conservation and preservation of Indian monuments.



The Satpura Tiger Reserve is located in Madhya Pradesh, Iconic riverfront of the historic city of Varanasi,
Megalithic site of Hire Benakal is in Karnataka, Maratha Military Architecture is in Maharashtra,
Bhedaghat-Lametaghat in Narmada Valley- Jabalpur, in Madhya Pradesh and temples of Kanchipuram
are in Tamil Nadu.



The Iconic Riverfront located in the ancient city of Varanasi has been competing for the UNESCO tag for
several years now. The ghats- steps to the riverfront form a symbolic chain of holy sites. The 6.5-Kilometre long
river front forms the eastern edge of Varanasi and possesses a unique history and presents a specific vision of a
magnificent architectural row of lofty buildings and holy sites. There are 84 ghats in total. The five most
sacred ghats are Asi, Dashashvamedha, Manikarnika, Panchaganga and Adi Keshava. The city of Varanasi,
in its iconic riverfront, holds sacred and spiritual value through time immemorial.



With the addition of these six sites, UNESCO has 48 proposals in the tentative list of India. ―As per
Operational Guidelines, 2019, it is mandatory to put any monument/site on the Tentative List (TL) before it is
considered for the final nomination dossier. India has 48 sites in the TL as of now. As per rules, any country
can submit the nomination dossier after one year of it being on the TL. So we can utilise this time to prepare
the nomination dossiers‖.

A World Heritage Site is a landmark or area with legal protection by an international convention administered
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). World Heritage Sites are
designated by UNESCO for having cultural, historical, scientific or other form of significance. The sites are
judged to contain ―cultural and natural heritage around the world considered to be of outstanding value to humanity‖.
The sites are designated as having ―outstanding universal value‖ under the Convention Concerning the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 1972. The World Heritage Centre is the Secretariat to
the 1972 Convention. There are three types of sites: Cultural, Natural, and Mixed. India has 38 world heritage
sites, including 30 cultural properties, 7 natural properties and 1 mixed site. The latest one included is Jaipur
city, Rajasthan. Ahmedabad is the India‘s first city to be inscribed in UNESCO‘s World Heritage City.

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is a specialized agency of the
United Nations (UN) based in Paris. Audrey Azoulay appointed as the Director-general of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), becoming the second female leader of the
organization.
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Rajasthan declares black fungus an epidemic


Cases of Mucormycosis or black fungus and deaths caused by it are rising rapidly in several states.
Concerned over this, the Rajasthan government has issued a notification declaring black fungus as an
epidemic in the state. The state had nearly 100 cases of black fungus.



The Rajasthan government declared black fungus as an epidemic and a notifiable disease in the state
under the Rajasthan Epidemic Act, 2020. The government said this notification was issued to ensure integrated
and coordinated treatment of black fungus and Covid-19.



Experts say the black fungus infection is primarily affecting people who are recovering from Covid-19.
Apart from Rajasthan, black fungus cases have also been reported in states like Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya
Pradesh, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, among others.



Mucormycosis or black fungus is caused by a group of moulds known as mucormycetes present naturally
in the environment. It spreads through the nose and affects other parts of the body such as the eyes. Diabetics are
said to be more vulnerable to the infection.

Amphotericin B is an antifungal medication used for serious fungal infections and leishmaniasis. The fungal
infections it is used to treat include aspergillosis, blastomycosis, candidiasis, coccidioidomycosis, and
cryptococcosis. For certain infections it is given with flucytosine. It is typically given by injection into a vein.
The National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) is a government regulatory agency that controls the
prices of pharmaceutical drugs in India. National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) was constituted
vide Government of India Resolution dated 29th August, 1997 as an attached office of the Department of
Pharmaceuticals (DoP), Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers as an independent Regulator for pricing of drugs and to
ensure availability and accessibility of medicines at affordable prices.

CJI launches an official mobile App for Journalists to cover proceedings of apex court


Chief Justice of India N.V. Ramana launched an official mobile application for Journalists to cover
proceedings of the apex court. Chief Justice Ramana asserted that transparency is a time-honoured principle
when it comes to the judicial process in our country.



Chief Justice Ramana also highlighted the introduction of another feature on the official website and mobile
application of the Supreme Court. He said, this new feature, called ‗Indicative Notes‘ is aimed at providing
concise summaries of landmark judgements in an easy-to-understand format.

The Supreme Court of India came into being on 28 January 1950. It replaced both the Federal Court of India
and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council which were then at the apex of the Indian court system. The first
Chief Justice of India was Sir H J Kania. Originally, the Constitution of India envisaged a supreme court with a
chief justice and seven judges; leaving it to parliament to increase this number. At present, SC is consisting of
the Chief Justice of India and 33 sanctioned other judges. The motto of the Supreme Court is ‗Yato
Dharmastato Jayaḥ‘, means ―whence law (dharma), thence victory‖. It is also referred to – as the wheel of
righteousness, encompassing truth, goodness and equity. As per the Article 142 of the Constitution, it is the duty
of the President of India to enforce the decrees of the Supreme Court and the court is conferred with the inherent
jurisdiction to pass any order deemed necessary in the interest of justice. The Supreme Court has replaced
the British Privy Council as the highest court of appeal.

India Gives World First Private Digital Court


India‘s Chandigarh-based startup Jupitice Justice Technologies has developed the World‘s First Private
Digital Court under the Private Justice System (Alternative Dispute Resolution or ADR Mechanism). This
brings India at the forefront of innovation in lawtech (legal technology).



Ever-increasing disputes and high case pendency has taken a toll on public justice systems worldwide. As per the
study by the World Justice Project, there are approximately 5 billion people who don‘t have access to basic
justice needs. This is why a Private Digital Court that facilitates ADR proceedings or out-of-settlements online
would not only help reduce the burden on the public justice systems, but also enhance access to justice anywhere
or anytime.
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Jupitice‘s Private Digital Court is a combination of the world‘s first end-to-end digital justice delivery
platform that facilitates all the participants involved in the dispute to perform tasks (case filing to awards &
settlement) online and on a single platform. Jupitice has also aggregated ADR professionals across the world to
form its ‗Marketplace‘ which makes it even easier for justice seekers to connect with justice providers.

Tribal Affairs Ministry & Microsoft sign MoU for digital transformation of Tribal Schools


Tribal Affairs Ministry and Microsoft have signed an MoU for digital transformation of Tribal Schools
such as Eklavya Model Residential Schools and Ashram Schools. The collaboration seeks to skill educators
and students in next-generation digital technologies including Artificial Intelligence.



Under the program, 250 Eklavya Model Residential school, EMRS have been adopted by Microsoft out of
which 50 EMRS schools will be given intensive training. In the first phase, 500 master trainers will be trained.

The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, a branch of Government of India, looks after the affairs of the tribal communities
in India. The ministry was set up in 1999 after the bifurcation of Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
(India) to have a more focused approach on the integrated socio-economic development of the Scheduled Tribes
(STs), the most underprivileged of the Indian Society. Arjun Munda is the current Minister of Tribal Affairs. He
was also Chief Minister of Indian state of Jharkhand. He is the member of Parliament from Khunti Lok Sabha
Constituency.

MyGov launches Innovation Challenge for creating Indian Language Learning App


MyGov, the citizen engagement platform of the Government has launched an Innovation Challenge for
creating an Indian Language Learning App. This Innovation Challenge has been launched to take forward
Prime Minister Narendra Modi‘s vision of celebrating India‘s cultural diversity through greater
interaction.



MyGov has launched the Innovation Challenge to create an app that will enable individuals to learn simple
sentences of any Indian language and acquire working knowledge of a language. The objective is to create an
app that will promote regional language literacy, and create greater cultural understanding. The key
parameters that will be looked into will include ease of use, simplicity, Graphical User Interface, gamification
features, UI, UX and superior content that makes it easy and fun to learn an Indian language.

Tripura government launches portal to support businesses hit by the second wave of COVID-19


The Tripura government launched an online portal for supporting businesses that were impacted by the
coronavirus outbreak. Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb took to Twitter to make the announcement about the
online portal, dubbed as Jagrut Tripura, which would help pandemic-hit businesses with loan needs and
other requirements.



The portal houses a total of 109 schemes that are broadly grouped into various categories: Education (43),
Small Business/Employment (16), Agriculture (14), Pension (12), Health and Medical (10), Housing (7), Social
Services (6) and Fisheries (1).

Tripura is a state in northeastern India, the third-smallest state in the country. Agartala is the capital city of
the Indian state of Tripura. Ramesh Bais is serving as the 18th and current Governor of Tripura.

Vaidya Aapke Dwar Yojana


The Department of AYUSH launched the ―Vaidya Aapke Dwar‖ scheme, through which free AYUSH
medical specialists can be consulted through live video call from home. The three disciplines of AYUSH,
Ayurveda, Homeopathy and Unani, can be availed under the scheme.

The Ministry of Ayurveda, Yoga, Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homoeopathy (AYUSH) is
purposed with developing education, research and propagation of indigenous alternative medicine systems in
India. As per a recent notification published in the Gazette of India on 13 April 2021, the Ministry of AYUSH
(Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy), will now be known as the Ministry of
Ayush. The Ministry of Ayush includes the seven traditional systems of healthcare. The Ministry is headed by a
Minister of State (Independent Charge), which is currently held by Shripad Yesso Naik.
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Goa Maritime Symposium (GMS) - 2021


Indian Navy hosted ‗GMS-21‘ under the aegis of Naval War College, Goa on 11 and 12 May 21. Owing to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the event for the first time was hosted in virtual mode, with online participation of
Naval representatives from 13 Indian Ocean Littoral countries, which included India, Bangladesh, Comoros,
Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Myanmar, Seychelles, Singapore, Sri Lanka and
Thailand.



The theme for GMS-21 was focused on ―Maritime Security and Emerging Non-Traditional Threats: A
Case for Proactive Role for IOR Navies,‖ with emphasis on capacity building amongst the IOR Navies to tackle
emerging common maritime threats.



With the Indian Ocean becoming the locus of 21st century strategic landscape, the symposium will play a
constructive role in bringing together the stakeholders who have a role in evolving strategies, policies and
implementation mechanisms on the issues of common interest in maritime domain. In addition to presenting
cooperative strategies for enhancing interoperability among partner maritime agencies.

Govt brings changes in existing Customs Rules, IGCR 2017 to boost trade facilitation


The Government has brought changes in the existing Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate of
Duty) Rules, IGCR 2017 to boost trade facilitation. The Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs has
introduced changes through the Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty) Amendment
Rules, 2021. The IGCR, 2017 lay down the procedures and manner in which an importer can avail the benefit of a
concessional Customs duty on import of goods required for domestic production of goods or providing services.

Chhattisgarh government to fund education of children orphaned due to COVID-19


The Chhattisgarh government will bear education expenses of the children who have lost parents to
COVID-19. The state government has decided to launch the `Chhattisgarh Mahtari Dular Yojna‘ for such
children.



Under the scheme, a stipend of Rs. 500 per month will be paid to such children from Classes 1 to 8 and
Rs. 1,000 per month from Classes 9 to 12. Children studying in both government and private schools will be
entitled to this stipend. The state government will also fund the education of the children who have lost
breadwinner of the family to COVID-19.

Chhattisgarh was formed on 1 November 2000 by partitioning 10 Chhattisgarhi and 6 Gondi speaking
southeastern districts of Madhya Pradesh. It is a land locked state of India. The capital city is Raipur. Anusuiya
Uikey is present Governor of Chhattisgarh. Bhupesh Baghel is serving as the third and current Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh.

Jharkhand clinches first rank for implementing Smart City Mission schemes


Jharkhand has clinched the first position in the recent ranking released by the Union Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs, Government of India, based on the progress of the implementation of the Smart City
Mission‘s schemes running in different 100 cities of the Country‘s 36 states and union territories.



At the same time, Jharkhand‘s Capital Ranchi has risen to 12th position in terms of progress of the ongoing
mission plans in 100 cities. On the other hand, Delhi is at number 11 in the list of States and Union Territories
and Bihar at number 27 and New Delhi Municipal Corporation is at number 41 and Bihar Capital Patna at 68 th
position in the list of cities.

Smart Cities Mission is an urban renewal and retrofitting program by the Government of India with the
mission to develop smart cities across the country, making them citizen friendly and sustainable. The Union
Ministry of Urban Development is responsible for implementing the mission in collaboration with the state
governments of the respective cities. The mission initially included 100 cities, with the deadline for completion of
the projects set between 2019 and 2023. The effective combined completion of all projects is now at 11%. It is a
five-year program in which, except for West Bengal, all of the Indian states and Union territories are participating
by nominating at least one city for the Smart Cities challenge. Each city will create a Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV), headed by a full-time CEO, to implement the Smart Cities Mission.
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Karnataka ranks first in executing Ayushman Bharat


Karnataka stands at first place when it comes to establishing health and wellness centres (HWC) under the
Ayushman Bharat programme to provide comprehensive primary health care in rural areas. With a score
of 90 out of 95, the state ranks on top when it comes to the implementation of the project for the year 2020- 21 as
per the health and family welfare department.



The Centre had set a target of upgrading 2,096 PHCs to HWCs. The state has upgraded 2,168 PHCs so far,
which is 103 per cent more than the set target. Also, against the target of upgrading 294 urban PHCs, the state has
already upgraded 364 PHCs. The Centre had set a target of 4,653 HWCs to be established in the state. The state
has established 5,832, which is 125 per cent more than the target set by the Union Government.

Ayushman Bharat Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana also referred to as Ayushman Bharat National Health
Protection Scheme abb. NHPS) of the Government of India aims to provide free access to healthcare for 50 crore
people in the country. People using the program access their own primary care services from a family doctor. When
anyone needs additional care, then PM-JAY provides free secondary health care for those needing specialist
treatments and tertiary health care for those requiring hospitalization. The Indian government first announced
the Ayushman Bharat Yojana as a universal health care plan in February 2018 in the 2018 Union budget of
India. The Union Council of Ministers approved it in March. In his 2018 Independence Day speech Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced that India would have a major national health program later that year on 25
September, also commemorating the birthday of Pandit Deendayal Upadhyaya.

Govt asks WhatsApp to withdraw privacy policy update


The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has sent a notice to WhatsApp asking the
messaging platform to withdraw its updated privacy policy. In the communication, the updated privacy policy
undermines the values of informational privacy and data security.



The ministry asked the Facebook-owned firm to roll back its privacy policy update, saying that the manner of
introducing these changes, including in FAQs, undermines the sacrosanct values of informational privacy,
data security and user choice for Indians and harms the rights and interests of Indian citizens.



The ministry has taken the same stand in the Delhi High Court, where the matter is subjudice. MeitY has
given WhatsApp seven days to respond to its letter, and said ―if no satisfactory response is received,
necessary steps in consonance with law will be taken‖. The government had asked WhatsApp to withdraw its
new privacy policy in January as well, maintaining that the proposed changes ―make invasive and precise
inferences about users‖. WhatsApp had earlier set a deadline of February 8 for these changes, but had deferred it
to May 15 after a backlash and serious privacy concerns over users‘ data being shared with Facebook.

WhatsApp Messenger, or simply WhatsApp, is an American freeware, cross-platform centralized
messaging and voice-over-IP (VoIP) service owned by Facebook, Inc. It allows users to send text
messages and voice messages, make voice and video calls, and share images, documents, user locations,
and other content. The client application was created by WhatsApp Inc. of Mountain View, California,
which was acquired by Facebook in February 2014 for approximately US$19.3 billion.

Union Health Minister Dr Harsh Vardhan chairs opening session of 33rd meeting of Health
Ministers of Commonwealth countries


Union Health Minister Dr Harsh Vardhan chaired the opening session of the 33 rd meeting of Health
Ministers of Commonwealth countries through video conferencing. The theme of the conference was
―Commonwealth Response to COVID-19: Ensuring Equitable Access to Vaccines and Building Resilience
for Health Systems and Emergencies.



Speaking on the pandemic, the Minister said, it has already run into hundreds of billions of dollars leading to a
significant contraction in the global economy. The road to recovery may be hard and shall only pick up pace
once the entire world is able to put the pandemic behind together.
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He said, for effectively ending the pandemic, more COVID-19 vaccines need to be developed and must be
deployed rapidly across the world once proven to be both safe and efficacious against the virus. He
mentioned that to this end, the WHO-led initiative ‗Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator‘ has
proven to be a ground-breaking global collaboration which is expediting development, production, and equitable
access to COVID-19 tests, treatments, and vaccines.

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is an Indian government ministry charged with health policy in India. It is
also responsible for all government programs relating to family planning in India. The Minister of Health and Family
Welfare holds cabinet rank as a member of the Council of Ministers. The current minister is Harsh Vardhan.
Rajkumari Bibiji Amrit Kaur was the first Health Minister of India in 1947 and remained in office until 1957.

Centre to fund startups offering indigenous solutions to combat Pandemic


To support indigenous solutions and innovative products to combat the pandemic, the Centre has come with a
new initiative, NIDHI4COVID2.0. NIDHI4COVID2.0 will fund eligible startups & companies registered in
India offering promising solutions in the thrust areas of oxygen innovation, portable solution, relevant
medical accessories, diagnostic, informatics, or any other solution that addresses or mitigates various
challenges being faced due to COVID-19.



Ministry of Science and Technology has said that development and manufacturing of products parts
currently being imported for devices like Oxygen Concentrators would also be considered for Seed Support
through DST supported network of Technology business incubators.



The ministry has said that promising startups will be provided with financial and mentoring support for scaling
up their products and technologies and speeding up their processes, helping them reach the product
deployment stage as fast as possible.

N S Tomar launches National Mobile Monitoring Software app


Rural Development Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched National Mobile Monitoring Software,
NMMS app and Area officer monitoring App through Video-Conferencing. The NMMS App permits
taking real time attendance of workers at Mahatma Gandhi NREGA worksites along with geotagged
photograph, which will increase citizen oversight of the programme besides potentially enabling processing
payments faster.



Area Officer Monitoring App facilitates them to record their findings online along with time stamped and gocoordinate tagged photograph for all the schemes of Department of Rural Development.

The Ministry of Rural Development is entrusted with the task of accelerating the socio-economic development
of rural India. Its focus is on health, education, drinking water, housing and roads. Narendra Singh Tomar is the
current Minister of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Minister of Rural Development and Minister of Food
Processing Industries in the Second Modi ministry. In 2019, he was re-elected to the Lok Sabha from Morena.

In a first in India, Jharkhand started mobile Covid-19 vax drive


Jharkhand government launched a mobile Covid-19 vaccination programme for the beneficiaries who are
living in urban as well as rural areas by the end of May. If implemented, the programme will be the first in
India.



Under the programme, custom-made mobile vaccination vans will be dispatched to localities in a city or in
block headquarters in rural areas. The beneficiaries will be able to register themselves on the spot and take
their jabs.

Jharkhand is a state in eastern India, carved out of the southern part of Bihar on 15 November 2000. The city of
Ranchi is its capital and Dumka its sub capital. Draupadi Murmu is the current and first woman Governor of
Jharkhand. Hemant Soren is the current Chief Minister of Jharkhand. Previously, he had also served as the Chief
Minister of Jharkhand from July 2013 to December 2014. He is the son of Shibu Soren, former Chief Minister of
Jharkhand. ―Jharkhand‖ means ‗land of bush or forest‘.
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International

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern Tops Fortune‘s List of Greatest Leaders, SII CEO
Adar Poonawalla in Top 10


New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern topped Fortune‘s list of the world‘s 50 greatest leaders and
CEO of Serum Institute of India, Adar Poonawalla also made it to the list. Ardern has been lauded for her
efficiency in tackling and controlling the spread of Coronavirus in New Zealand.



While Poonawalla, the only Indian on the list was praised for his exemplary role in manufacturing and
supplying almost 90 % of Covid-19 vaccines across India.



Other celebrated leaders who made to the list included- Paypal CEO Daniel H Schulman, NBA Rescuers,
Africa Centres for Disease Control and Prevention‘s John Nkengasong and Ping An‘s Jessica Tan among
others.

Fortune is an American multinational business magazine headquartered in New York City. It is published by
Fortune Media Group Holdings, owned by Thai businessman Chatchaval Jiaravanon. The publication was
founded by Henry Luce in 1929. The magazine competes with Forbes and Bloomberg Businessweek in the national
business magazine category and distinguishes itself with long, in-depth feature articles. The magazine regularly
publishes ranked lists, including the Fortune 500, a ranking of companies by revenue that it has published
annually since 1955. The magazine is also known for its annual Fortune Investor‘s Guide.

Anatole Collinet Makosso named as Congoese PM


Congo‘s President Denis Sassou Nguesso has appointed Anatole Collinet Makosso as the new prime
minister of the country, replacing Clement Mouamba. Makosso was minister of primary and secondary
education in the outgoing government. He is now in charge of forming the new government.



Mouamba presented his resignation to Nguesso on May 5, after Nguesso was re-elected as president of the
Republic of Congo in March.

The Republic of the Congo is a country located in the western coast of Central Africa. Brazzaville is
the capital and largest city of the Republic of the Congo. The Central African CFA franc is the currency of six
independent states in Central Africa: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Republic of the
Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon.

Mali Prime Minister Moctar Ouane to form new government


Mali‘s Prime Minister Moctar Ouane resigned and was reinstated in a formality required before forming a
new government. Ouane was named interim Prime Minister in September after the overthrow of President
Ibrahim Boubacar Keita.



Military junta in Mali has arrested President Bah Ndaw, Prime Minister Moctar Ouane and Defence
minister Souleymane Doucoure of the country‘s interim government following a cabinet reshuffle.

Mali is a landlocked country in West Africa. Bamako is the capital and largest city of Mali. The West African
CFA franc is the currency of eight independent states in West Africa: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d Ivoire,
Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo.
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Italy‘s Snam in world first with test of 30% gas-hydrogen blend in steel forging


Gas transport group Snam (SRG.MI) a 30% blend of natural gas and hydrogen had been used for the first
time to power furnaces at a steelmaker in northern Italy.



The trial, carried out at a plant near Milan belonging to Italy‘s Giva Group, involved the use of the gas mix
in the steelmaker‘s internal gas distribution network.



Snam, Giva and certification and engineering consultancy RIVA said the trial was a success and was a first
step to gradually introducing zero-emission hydrogen in certain steelmaking production processes.

Italy is located in Southern Europe and is also considered part of Western Europe. A unitary parliamentary
republic with Rome as its capital. Sergio Mattarella is serving as the current President of the Italian Republic,
since February 2015. Euro is the official currency of it.

Israel- Hamas ceasefire comes into force in Gaza Strip


A Ceasefire came into force in Gaza Strip, bringing halt to fiercest fighting between Israel and Hamas. The
Egypt brokered ceasefire began early this morning, ending the 11-day fighting.



The Security Cabinet of Israel had approved a ceasefire in the Gaza Strip, bringing a potentially tenuous halt
to the most aggressive fight in decades. The Cabinet said it had voted unanimously in favour of a mutual and
unconditional truce proposed by mediator Egypt.



The development came a day after US President Joe Biden urged Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu to seek de-escalation, and amid mediation bids by Egypt, Qatar and the United Nations.



Both Israel and Hamas have claimed victory in the conflict. US President Joe Biden later hailed the cease-fire
saying he sees a genuine opportunity toward the larger goal of building a lasting peace.

Gaza Strip is a self-governing Palestinian territory on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea. It
borders Egypt on the southwest for 11 kilometers (6.8 mi) and Israel on the east and north along a 51 km (32 mi)
border. Gaza and the West Bank are claimed by the de jure sovereign State of Palestine. The territories of Gaza
and the West Bank are separated from each other by Israeli territory.

Prime Minister Hasina gives away Independence Award 2021


Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina gave away the highest civilian award of Bangladesh ‗Swadhinta Puraskar
2021‘ also known as Independence Award to nine individuals and a research organisation.



She handed over the award at her official residence Ganabandhan in Dhaka. The Independence Award is
conferred on people or organisations for their outstanding contribution to the Liberation War of
Bangladesh, Science and Technology, literature and Culture among others.



The award for the year 2021 included four posthumous awards given to AKM Bazlur Rahman, Shaheed
Ahsanullah Master, Brigadier General Khurshid Uddin Ahmed, and Akhtaruzzaman Chowdhury Babu
for their contribution to independence and the War of Liberation.



Dr. Mrinmoy Guha Neogi received the honour for his contribution to Science and Technology while
Mohadeb Saha was bestowed with the award for his contribution to the field of literature. Ataur Rahman
and Gazi Mazharul Anwar got the award for Culture and Prof. M Amjad Hossain for Social Work.



Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council received the award in the research and training category. The
award has been given since 1977. It is announced ahead of the Independence Day of Bangladesh. The
recipients of the award get a gold medal and a cash reward of Taka 5 lakh.

US President Joe Biden signs anti-hate crime legislation


United States President Joe Biden has signed anti-hate crime legislation, directing federal law enforcement
to address a rise in violent attacks against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders during the coronavirus
pandemic in the USA.
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President Biden said that there are simple core values and beliefs that should bring all together as
Americans. One of them is standing together against hate, against racism.



He was speaking at a White House ceremony attended by Democratic legislators and administration officials. The
new law seeks to speed up the Justice Department‘s review of anti-Asian hate crimes, and designates an
official at the department to oversee the effort.

Joe Biden is the current and the 46th President of the United States. At 78, Biden is the oldest president in US
history and only the second Roman Catholic President. A member of the Democratic Party, he served as the
47th Vice President from 2009 to 2017 under Barack Obama and represented Delaware in the United States
Senate from 1973 to 2009. In January 2017, Barak Obama awarded Biden the Presidential Medal of
Freedom with distinction.

Xi, Putin witness launch of biggest China-Russia nuclear energy project


Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin hailed the nuclear cooperation
between the two neighbours as they virtually attended the groundbreaking ceremony of the biggest nuclear
energy project to build four nuclear power plants in China costing about USD 3 billion.



The ceremony, which was attended by the two leaders via a video link, was held to mark the first day of
construction of power units No. 7 and 8 of the Tianwan Nuclear Power Plant, and No. 3 and 4 of the
Xudapu Nuclear Power Plant.



The Tianwan Nuclear Power Plant is located in the city of Lianyungang in eastern Jiangsu province. The
Xudapu Nuclear Power plant is located in Xingcheng in northeastern Liaoning province.

Nepal president dissolves parliament, new election in November


Nepal plunged into fresh political turmoil as President Bidya Devi Bhandari dissolved parliament and fixed
general elections in November amid a worsening COVID-19 outbreak.



The surprise announcement comes after a presidential statement said neither the caretaker Prime Minister K.P.
Sharma Oli, nor opposition leader Sher Bahadur Deuba were able to demonstrate a majority to form a new
government set by Bhandari.

Nepal is a landlocked country in South Asia located in the Himalaya. Nepalese rupee is the official currency of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal. Constitution of Nepal is the present governing Constitution of Nepal.
Nepal is governed according to the Constitution which came into effect on September 20, 2015, replacing the
Interim Constitution of 2007. Khadga Prasad Sharma Oli is currently serving as the Prime Minister of Nepal. He
was the first elected prime minister under the newly adopted Constitution of Nepal.

Italy hosts a virtual G20 summit on the global health crisis


The 2021 G20 Rome summit is the upcoming sixteenth meeting of Group of Twenty (G20), scheduled to
take place in Rome, the capital city of Italy, on 30–31 October 2021.



Leaders of the world‘s largest economies will adopt a declaration recommending voluntary actions to boost
COVID-19 vaccine production, snubbing a push from the United States and other nations on patent waivers, the
final text shows.



Several G20 leaders will speak at the summit, one of this year‘s major events to coordinate global actions against
the pandemic. U.S. President Joe Biden is not listed among the speakers, with Vice President Kamala Harris
representing the United States at the meeting.

The G20 (or Group of Twenty) is an international forum for the governments and central bank governors from
19 countries and the European Union (EU). Founded in 1999 with the aim to discuss policy pertaining to the
promotion of international financial stability, the G20 has expanded its agenda since 2008 and heads of
government or heads of state, as well as finance ministers, foreign ministers and think tanks, have periodically
conferred at summits ever since. It seeks to address issues that go beyond the responsibilities of any single nation.
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ECONOMY AND FINANCE

RBI to transfer Rs 99,122 cr as surplus to Central govt


Reserve Bank of India will transfer 99,122 crore rupees as surplus to the Central Government. The meeting
of Central Board of Directors of RBI was held under the Chairmanship of Governor Shaktikanta Das.



The Board approved the transfer of 99,122 crore rupees as surplus to the Central Government for the
accounting period of nine months ended March 31, 2021 and decided to maintain the Contingency Risk Buffer
at 5.50 per cent.



The Board in its meeting reviewed the current economic situation, global and domestic challenges and recent
policy measures taken by the Reserve Bank to mitigate the adverse impact of the second wave of COVID19 on the economy.



With the change in the Reserve Bank‘s accounting year to April-March (earlier July-June), the Board
discussed the working of the RBI during the transition period of nine months (July 2020-March 2021) and
approved the Annual Report and accounts of the Reserve Bank for the transition period.

The Reserve Bank of India was founded on 1 April 1935 to respond to economic troubles after the First World
War. RBI was conceptualised as per the guidelines, working style and outlook presented by Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar in his book titled ―The Problem of the Rupee – Its origin and its solution‖ and presented to the Hilton
Young Commission. The bank was set up based on the recommendations of the 1926 Royal Commission on
Indian Currency and Finance, also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. In 1969, the Indira Gandhi-headed
government nationalised 14 major commercial banks. Upon Indira Gandhi‘s return to power in 1980, a further six
banks were nationalised. The first Governor of the RBI was British banker Osborn Smith and C.D. Deshmukh
was the first Indian Governor of RBI. Shashikant Das is the current Governor of RBI.

IMF proposes $50 billion global vaccination plan


The International Monetary Fund has proposed a $50 billion global vaccination plan that would cover at
least 40 per cent of the global population by the end of 2021 and at least 60 per cent by the first half of
2022. ―The vaccination target requires additional upfront grants to Covax, donating surplus doses and free crossborder flows of raw materials and finished vaccines‖.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 190 countries, working to foster global monetary
cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high employment and sustainable
economic growth, and reduce poverty around the world. Created in 1945, the IMF is governed by and accountable
to the 190 countries that make up its near-global membership. Ms. Kristalina Georgieva, from Bulgaria, is
Managing Director and Chairman of the Executive Board of International Monetary Fund (IMF) from October
1, 2019. Prominent Indian-American economist Gita Gopinath has joined as the chief economist of the
International Monetary Fund, becoming the first woman to occupy the top post at the global lender. The latest
currency that was added to the basket of currencies by the International Monetary Fund to determine the value
of XDR is the Chinese renminbi in 2016. The other international currencies in the basket of currencies are British
Pound, Japanese Yen, US Dollar, and Euro. XDR is the currency code of Special Drawing Rights. Andorra has
joined the International Monetary Fund (IMF), to become its 190th member.
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ADB commits record $3.92 billion loan to India for 13 projects in 2020


The Asian Development Bank has committed a record USD 3.92 billion in sovereign loans for 13 projects to
India in 2020, including USD 1.8 billion in COVID-19 related projects to support the government‘s pandemic
response.



As part of the pandemic support to India, the Manila-headquartered multilateral agency said it has
provided emergency assistance to contain the disease and establish social protection measures for relief to the
poor and other vulnerable groups.



ADB also approved financing to help the government improve equitable access to comprehensive primary
health care in urban areas. This is ADB‘s highest-ever annual lending commitment to India since the start of its
lending operations in 1986, it said, adding it has also committed USD 356.1 million through its non-sovereign
operations to India, including three COVID-19 support projects.

Asian Development Bank (ADB) is a regional development bank established on 19 December 1966, which is
headquartered in the Ortigas Center located in the city of Mandaluyong, Metro Manila, Philippines. Masatsugu
Asakawa, by career a Japanese civil servant, is the president of the Asian Development Bank. Asakawa, who took
office on 17 January 2020, is the 10th president of ADB.

Jana Small Finance Bank announced the launch of ―I choose my number‖ feature


Jana Small Finance Bank announced the launch of ―I choose my number‖ feature for all its customers
across India. This new feature gives the bank‘s existing and new customers the option to select their
favourite numbers as their savings or current account number.



Numbers play a very important role in the lives of majority of Indians. Some numbers are special to one, be it
a lucky number, the favourite vehicle‘s number plate, birthday or wedding date, a memorable phone number, etc.



Considering this love and obsession for numbers, this feature of Jana Small Finance Bank will allow its
customers to choose their favourite numbers as the last 10 digits of their bank account, savings or current.
The allocation of the account number chosen by the customer will be subject to availability of the requested
number.

Jana Small Finance Bank is a small finance bank that commenced operations on March 28, 2018,
headquartered in Bengaluru, India. The Reserve Bank of India issued a licence to the bank under Section 22 (1)
of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Prior to becoming a bank, the company was India‘s largest microfinance
institution, Janalakshmi Financial Services, founded July 24, 2006. Ajay Kanwal is the current CEO of the bank.

Reliance Jio to Construct Largest Submarine Cable System


Reliance Jio Infocomm, currently deploying two next-generation cables to support the extraordinary
growth in terms of data demand across the region. As per project details, for the very first time in the history of
fiber optic submarine telecommunications, the systems will place the country at the center of the
international network map.



For the first time in the history of fiber optic submarine telecommunications, these systems place India at
the center of the international network map, recognizing India‘s increased importance, staggering growth,
and the quantum shift in data use since the launch of Jio services in 2016.

Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited, doing business as Jio, is an Indian telecommunications company and a
subsidiary of Jio Platforms, headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra, India. It operates a national LTE network
with coverage across all 22 telecom circles. It does not offer 2G or 3G service, and instead uses only voice over
LTE to provide voice service on its 4G network. Jio soft launched on 27 December 2015 with a beta for partners
and employees, and became publicly available on 5 September 2016. It is the largest mobile network operator in
India and the third largest mobile network operator in the world with over 41.08 crore (410.8 million)
subscribers. As of September 2020, Reliance Industries has raised Rs. 1.65 lakh crore (US$23 billion) by selling
nearly 33% equity stake in Jio Platforms. Mukesh Dhirubhai Ambani is an Indian billionaire businessman, and
the chairman, managing director, and largest shareholder of Reliance Industries Ltd. (RIL).
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GoAir rebrands as Go First


GoAir has rebranded itself as Go First as the Wadia group-owned airline prepares for an IPO and
ambitious expansion after a rocky period when the pandemic derailed the aviation sector. GoAir started with
having a different-coloured tail for each aircraft and different uniforms for the crew.



As of 13 May 2021, the airline has been rebranded as Go First - with the motto “You Come First”. As of
March 2020, the airline operates over 330 daily flights to 36 destinations, including 27 domestic and 9
international destinations, from its hubs at Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Kolkata and Kannur.

GO FIRST, founded as GoAir, is an Indian ultra-low-cost airline based in Mumbai, Maharashtra. It is owned by
the Indian business conglomerate Wadia Group.

SEBI proposes framework for gold exchange; suggests electronic receipts


Markets regulator Sebi proposed an elaborate framework for setting up a gold exchange wherein the
yellow metal will be traded in the form of electronic gold receipts and will help in having a transparent
domestic spot price discovery mechanism.



Also, the proposed denominations -- reflecting underlying physical gold -- of Electronic Gold Receipts (EGRs)
are 1 kilogram, 100 grams, 50 grams and subject to conditions, those can also be even for 5 and 10 grams.



Apart from issuing a consultation paper on the gold exchange, the watchdog has come out with draft norms for
vault managers and they will be registered as a Sebi intermediaries. The proposed gold exchange,
encompassing the entire ecosystem of trading and physical delivery of gold, is extremely necessary to create a
vibrant gold ecosystem in india which is commensurate with its large share of global gold consumption.

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulatory body for securities and commodity market
in India under the jurisdiction of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. It was established on 12 April 1988
and given Statutory Powers on 30 January 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992. SEBI has its headquarters at the
business district of Bandra Kurla Complex in Mumbai. Ajay Tyagi was appointed chairman on 10 February
2017, replacing U K Sinha, and took charge of the chairman office on 1 March 2017.

Chinese regulators have tightened restrictions on use of Cryptocurrencies


Chinese regulators have tightened restrictions that ban financial institutions and payment companies from
providing services related to cryptocurrencies, marking a fresh crackdown on digital money. Compared with
a previous ban issued in 2017, the new rules greatly expanded the scope of prohibited services, and judged that
―virtual currencies are not supported by any real value‖.



Three financial industry associations directed their members, which include banks and online payment firms,
not to offer any crypto-related services, such as account openings, registration, trading, clearing, settlement
and insurance, reiterating the 2017 ban. But the new ban, which was posted by the People‘s Bank of China
(PBOC), also covers services that were not previously mentioned.



Additionally, institutions were prohibited from providing cryptocurrency saving, trust or pledging services
and issuing crypto-related financial products. And virtual currencies must not be used as investment targets by
trust and fund products.

A blockchain originally block chain, is a growing list of records, called blocks that are linked using cryptography.
Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data (generally
represented as a Merkle tree). The blockchain was invented by a person (or group of people) using the name
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 to serve as the public transaction ledger of the cryptocurrency bitcoin.

World‘s First Google Store to open in New York


Technology giant Google has announced its first ever physical retail store will open this summer in the
Chelsea area of New York City.



The new Google Store in Chelsea will, said Google, be a ―space where customers can experience our
hardware and services in a helpful way.‖
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Alphabet Inc. is an American multinational conglomerate headquartered in Mountain View, California. It was
created through a restructuring of Google on October 2, 2015, and became the parent company of Google and
several former Google subsidiaries. Larry Page and Sergey Brin announced their resignation from their executive
posts in December 2019, with the CEO role to be filled by Sundar Pichai, also the CEO of Google. Page and Brin
remain co-founders, employees, board members, and controlling shareholders of Alphabet Inc.

Kotak Mahindra Bank issues India‘s first FPI licence to GIFT AIF


Kotak Mahindra Bank has issued the first-ever foreign portfolio investor (FPI) licence to the GIFT IFSC
alternative investment fund (AIF) of True Beacon Global.



This is the first FPI licence issued to an AIF incorporated in GIFT IFSC by any custodian bank or designated
depository participant (DDP) in the country.

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited is an Indian private sector bank headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra, India.
It offers banking products and financial services for corporate and retail customers in the areas of personal
finance, investment banking, life insurance, and wealth management. As of February 2021, it is the third largest
Indian private sector bank by market capitalization, with 1600 branches & 2519 ATMs.

MCCIA in association with NABARD launch Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre


Mahratta Chamber of Commerce Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA), in association with National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has launched India‘s first and unique Agriculture
Export Facilitation Centre in Pune.



The Agriculture Export Facilitation Centre will work as a one-stop-shop for the exporters in the
agricultural sector.

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) is an apex development finance institution
fully owned by Government of India. The bank has been entrusted with ―matters concerning policy, planning, and
operations in the field of credit for agriculture and other economic activities in rural areas in India‖. NABARD is
active in developing & implementing Financial Inclusion. NABARD was established on the recommendations of
B.Sivaramman Committee (by Act 61, 1981 of Parliament) on 12 July 1982 to implement the National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development Act 1981. Shri G R Chintala is the Chairman of National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD). It is headquartered in Mumbai.

Rules for insurance firms‘ control tweaked after FDI ceiling raised to 74%


Indian promoters of insurance joint ventures with foreign partners will no longer be able to nominate a majority of
the board members, as per the new rules notified under the Insurance Act. This follows the recent amendments
to enhance the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit in the sector to 74% from 49%.



―In an Indian insurance company having foreign investment exceeding 49%, not less than 50% of its
directors shall be independent directors, unless the chairperson of its board is an independent director, in
which case at least one-third of its board shall comprise independent directors,‖ state the Indian Insurance
Companies (Foreign Investment) Amendment Rules, 2021, notified by the Finance Ministry.

‗FDI‘ or ‗Foreign Direct Investment‘ means investment through capital instruments by a person resident
outside India –in an unlisted Indian company or in ten per cent or more of the post-issue paid-up equity capital
on a fully diluted basis of a listed Indian company. In India, foreign investment can be made mainly under two
routes: Automatic Route: Under the Automatic Route, the non-resident investor or the Indian company does not
require any approval from Government of India for the investment. Reserve Bank of India is in charge of Automatic
Route. Government Approval Route: Under the Government Approval Route, prior to investment, approval from the
Government of India is required. A foreign direct investment (FDI) is an investment in the form of a controlling
ownership in a business in one country by an entity based in another country.
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Inventions/Discoveries
Antarctica is headed for a climate tipping point by 2060


The new study shows that if emissions continue at their current pace, by about 2060 the Antarctic ice sheet
will have crossed a critical threshold and committed the world to sea level rise that is not reversible on
human timescales. Pulling carbon dioxide out of the air at that point won‘t stop the ice loss, it shows, and by
2100, sea level could be rising more than 10 times faster than today.



While U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken draws attention to climate change in the Arctic at meetings
with other national officials in Iceland, an even greater threat looms on the other side of the planet.



New research shows it is Antarctica that may force a reckoning between the choices countries make about
greenhouse gas emissions and the future survival of their coastlines and coastal cities, from New York to
Shanghai. That reckoning may come much sooner than people realize.



The Arctic is losing ice as global temperatures rise, and that is directly affecting lives and triggering feedback
loops that fuel more warming. But the big wild card for sea level rise is Antarctica. It holds enough land ice to
raise global sea levels by more than 200 feet (60 meters) – roughly 10 times the amount in the Greenland ice
sheet – and we‘re already seeing signs of trouble.

Antarctica is Earth‘s southernmost continent. It contains the geographic South Pole and is situated in the
Antarctic region of the Southern Hemisphere, almost entirely south of the Antarctic Circle, and is surrounded by
the Southern Ocean. At 14,200,000 square kilometres (5,500,000 square miles), it is the fifth-largest continent and
nearly twice the size of Australia. It is by far the least populated continent, with around 5,000 people in the
summer and around 1,000 in the winter. About 98% of Antarctica is covered by ice that averages 1.9 km (1.2
mi; 6,200 ft) in thickness, which extends to all but the McMurdo Dry Valleys and the northernmost reaches of
the Antarctic Peninsula.

China‘s first Mars rover, Zhu Rong successfully landed on Mars


China just successfully landed its first rover on Mars, becoming only the second nation to do so.



The Tianwen-1 mission, China‘s first interplanetary endeavor, reached the surface of the Red Planet,
though Chinese space officials have not yet confirmed the exact time and location of touchdown. Tianwen-1
(which translates to ―Heavenly Questions‖) arrived in Mars‘ orbit in February after launching to the Red
Planet on a Long March 5 rocket in July 2020.



After circling the Red Planet for more than three months, the Tianwen-1 lander, with the rover attached,
separated from the orbiter to begin its plunge toward the planet‘s surface. Once the lander and rover entered
Mars‘ atmosphere, the spacecraft endured a similar procedure to the ―seven minutes of terror‖ that NASA‘s
Mars rovers have experienced when attempting soft landings on Mars.



The lander carrying China‘s first Mars rover - Zhu Rong successfully landed on Mars. Tianwen-1,
consisting of an orbiter, a lander and a rover, was launched from the Wenchang Spacecraft Launch Site on
the coast of southern China‘s island province of Hainan and entered the Mars orbit.
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More than 70% snow leopard habitat unexplored: WWF report


More than 70 per cent habitat of the snow leopard, over 12 Asian countries, remains unresearched, the
World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF) claimed in a recent report. This may have bearings on conservation
of the species.



The report titled, ―Over 100 Years of Snow Leopard Research - A spatially explicit review of the state of
knowledge in the snow leopard range‖ examines the current state of knowledge across their range. The report is
based on an analysis of peer reviewed published papers on the species and its habitat. The report shows some
glaring gaps in our knowledge of this elusive and threatened big cat, and highlights that lack of basic data could
be hampering its conservation.

‗World-first‘ scheme could open carbon and biodiversity market to farmers


Australia‘s new agricultural climate policy is set to deliver a world-first scheme within the next year where
farmers can earn and trade credits for environmental gains as well as for carbon offsets.



The government committed $32 million in last week‘s budget to develop the platform to trade the
biodiversity and emissions abatement credits from re-vegetation as part of a $230 million farm policy.

Antarctica gives birth to world‘s largest iceberg


A giant slab of ice bigger than the Spanish island of Majorca has sheared off from the frozen edge of
Antarctica into the Weddell Sea, becoming the largest iceberg currently afloat in the world.



The newly calved berg, designated A-76 by scientists, was spotted in recent satellite images captured by the
Copernicus Sentinel-1 mission, the space agency said in a statement posted on its website with a photo of the
enormous, oblong ice sheet. Its surface area spans 4,320 square km (1,668 square miles) and measures 175 km
(106 miles) long by 25 km (15 miles) wide.

NASA-ESA Solar Orbiter Spacecraft


NASA and European Space Agency‘s spacecraft has captured the first solar eruption on the Sun‘s surface.
These eruptions are also known as coronal mass ejections (CME). If these eruptions on the Sun‘s surface are
big enough, they can cause billions of tons of plasma and electrically charged particles to dash towards Earth.



Solar Orbiter is a space mission of international collaboration between ESA (European Space Agency) and
NASA. The spacecraft was launched from Cape Canaveral on a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket in
February 2020. It was selected as the first medium-class mission of ESA‘s Cosmic Vision 2015-2025
Programme.



This is the first mission that will provide images of the sun‘s north and south poles using a suite of six
instruments on board that will capture the spacecraft‘s view. It is a seven-year mission and will come within 26
million miles of the sun.



It will be able to brave the heat of the sun because it has a custom titanium heat shield coated in calcium
phosphate so that it can endure temperatures up to 970 degrees Fahrenheit. Solar Orbiter follows the
Ulysses spacecraft, another collaboration between ESA and NASA that launched in 1990.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is an independent agency of the executive branch of the
United States federal government responsible for the civilian space program, as well as aeronautics and aerospace
research. President Dwight D. Eisenhower established NASA in 1958. Sen. Bill Nelson was sworn in as the
14th NASA administrator on May 3, 2021, tasked with carrying out the Biden-Harris administration‘s vision for
the agency.

DRDO develops antibody detection-based kit ‗DIPCOVAN‘


Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed an antibody detection-based kit
‗DIPCOVAN‘, the DIPAS-VDx COVID-19 IgG Antibody Microwell ELISA for sero-surveillance. The kit
will be very useful for understanding COVID‐19 epidemiology and assessing an individual‘s previous
SARS‐CoV‐2 exposure. The kit can detect both spike as well as nucleocapsid proteins of SARS-CoV-2 virus
with a high sensitivity of 97 per cent and specificity of 99 per cent.
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Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is an agency of the Republic of India, charged with the
military‘s research and development, headquartered in New Delhi, India. It was formed in 1958 by the merger
of the Technical Development Establishment and the Directorate of Technical Development and Production with
the Defence Science Organisation. Dr G. Satheesh Reddy is the current Chairman of DRDO.

New Research Records 8 More Species of Snakes in Delhi


Eight more species have been added to the national capital‘s list of snakes after an extensive five-year study
conducted by researchers from the Delhi University. This has taken the number of snake species recorded in
the capital to 23, updating the 1997 list mentioned in the book ―Fauna of Delhi‖ that is widely used to track
Delhi‘s native species.



The study recorded a total of 329 snakes in 23 species and nine families. The new additions are -- common
bronzeback tree snake, common trinket snake, common cat snake, barred wolf snake, common kukri, streaked
kukri, common sandboa and saw-scaled viper.

Scientists Launch World‘s First Satellite System to Watch over Reefs


While coral reefs throughout the Indo-Pacific region have been bleaching in response to rising sea
temperatures, the reefs around Marovo Lagoon in the Solomon Islands have mostly kept their color. But in
March 2021, that all changed: the lagoon‘s once-healthy reefs turned ghostly white as the water temperature
rose to new highs, much to the distress of conservationists.



Coral bleaching – when rising temperatures push corals to expel their life-sustaining algae – has become a
problem in just about every part of the world. Some models predict that 70% to 90% of the world‘s coral
reefs will be lost in a mere 30 years if action isn‘t taken to mitigate the effects of climate change and other
anthropogenic pressures on the ocean, such as coastal development and unsustainable fishing practices.



To monitor the coral bleaching issue, scientists working with the Allen Coral Atlas – a research initiative
developed by Arizona State University (ASU), the University of Queensland, the National Geographic
Society, Planet, and Vulcan – just launched the first global, satellite-based reef surveillance tool.



The system can track bleaching events in near-real-time and provide an overall view of trends and changes
in coral reef health. The researchers involved in the project say the monitoring system can inform conservation
efforts and policy by providing critical information about which reefs are under stress and which ones appear to
be more resilient to events like marine heat waves.

Vaccine Tourism


Reports emerged of a Dubai-based tour operator offering a 24-day package tour from Delhi to Moscow,
which included two shots of the Russian Sputnik-V vaccine.



The Rs 1.3 lakh tour package promised 20 days of sightseeing across Russia between the two jabs. But soon
after, the package disappeared from the Arabian Nights Tours website.



The tiny central European republic of San Marino welcomed its first vaccine tourists – a group of four from
Latvia, who drove 26 hours in a camper van to reach San Marino, where they became the first visitors to take
advantage of the microstate‘s Sputnik V Covid-19 vaccine holiday package. It is said that Russia and the
Maldives are already working on programmes to offer people abroad the chance to get vaccinated during a visit;
similar offerings are sprouting in the US as well.



In India, the term ―vaccine tourism‖ became popular late last year when reports emerged of several tour
operators offering packages to the US with the additional benefit of a vaccine shot. Meanwhile, South Africans
are said to be flying to Zimbabwe, Canadians and South Americans are travelling to the US for jabs, while
tour operators in Europe are offering trips to Russia for Sputnik V shots.

Sputnik V is an adenovirus viral vector vaccine for COVID-19 developed by the Gamaleya Research Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology. It was registered on 11 August 2020 by the Russian Ministry of Health as GamCOVID-Vac. The ‗V‘ in its name is the letter and not the Roman numeral.
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SPORTS

Sports Personalities in News
Iga Swiatek wins Women‘s Singles title; Djokovic to take on Nadal in Men‘s Singles final


In Tennis, Polish teenager Iga Swiatek has won the Women‘s Singles title of Italian Open. 15th seed Swiatek
defeated ninth seed Czech Karolina Pliskova with what is known as a ―double bagel‖ score in the summit
clash in Rome that lasted just 46 minutes. The Men‘s Singles final between World number one Serbian Novak
Djokovic and nine-time winner Rafael Nadal is underway in Rome.

Arjan Bhullar becomes first Indian-origin fighter to win world title at top-level MMA event


Arjan Bhullar became the first Indian-origin fighter to win a world title in a top-level MMA promotion when
he beat Brandon Vera to become the heavyweight world champion at the Singapore-based One Championship.



A former wrestler, Bhullar had won the Commonwealth games gold medal in New Delhi back in 2010 and in
2012 in London he became the first Indian-origin freestyle wrestler to represent Canada at the Olympics.

AIBA World Boxing Championship for men to be held in Oct-Nov in Belgrade


The International Boxing Association (AIBA) announced that the world championship of boxing for men
will be held from 26 October to 6 November in Belgrade, Serbia. The event was to be held in India originally
but the country lost the hosting rights after failing to pay the hosting fee last year. An irate AIBA then awarded
the competition to Serbia.

Football: Fifa U-17 women‘s World Cup to be held in India in October 2022


The U-17 women‘s World Cup will be held in India from October 11 to 30 next year. India was earlier
scheduled to host the 2020 U-17 World Cup but it was postponed to 2021 before being cancelled due to the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Narinder Batra re-elected as FIH President for a second term


Incumbent Narinder Batra of India was re-elected as the International Hockey Federation (FIH) President
for a second term during the virtual 47th Congress of the sport‘s global governing body.



Batra, who is also the President of the Indian Olympic Association (IOA) and an International Olympic
Committee (IOC) member, narrowly defeated his rival Marc Coudron, chief of Belgium Hockey Federation, by a
margin of two votes.

2021 cricket Asia Cup postponed to 2023 due to packed schedule


The 2021 edition of the Asia Cup will now be held in 2023 due to a lack of window in a rejigged cricket
calendar that is constantly subject to change amid an evolving COVID-19 situation. This year‘s continental
tournament was moved from Pakistan to Sri Lanka but rising cases in the island nation had led to its cancellation.
-----------------
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MISCELLANEOUS
The book ―Sikkim: A History of Intrigue and Alliance‖


Former diplomat Preet Mohan Singh Malik combines insights into the unique history of the erstwhile
kingdom of Sikkim with the intriguing story of how it became India‘s 22nd state in his new book. The book
―Sikkim: A History of Intrigue and Alliance‖, published by HarperCollins India, released on May 16, which is
celebrated as Sikkim Day.



Sikkim remains significant from a strategic point of view, given its proximity to Tibet and the crucial Siliguri
Corridor that connects India‘s northeastern states with the rest of the country. Sikkim also remains an enigma
for most, with many misconceptions about its history and its merger with India in 1975.

Amrit Vahini website, App come to rescue people in need


The people of Jharkhand have started availing the facilities offered by Amrit Vahini website, App and the
related chatboat. 31,059 people visited the website during the past four days with 8260 people visiting the app.

National Gallery of Modern Art to start month long online summer workshop- NAIMISHA 2021


National Gallery of Modern Art started a month long online summer workshop- NAIMISHA 2021. Culture
Ministry has said that this unique art fiesta will provide a platform to create and engage with the arts.



The current duration of the programme is 17th May to 13th June. The idea behind designing and delivering
online interactive programmes is to provide a creative outlet to children, and indeed all interested adults.



The Ministry said, lead artists have joined the programme as teachers and mentors to add zest to this unique
pedagogic carnival. The Workshops have been designed on painting, sculpture, print making and
videography and puppeteering and other related arts.

51st virtual Indian Handicrafts & Gift Fair of Delhi inaugurated


The 51st edition of virtual Indian Handicrafts and Gift Fair, IHGF of Delhi was inaugurated. The fair is the India‘s
largest Virtual Fair in the Home, Fashion, Lifestyle, Textiles and Furniture sector.

WCD Ministry appeals people to inform at Childline Toll-free helpline if they come across any
child who needs any assistance


Ministry of Women and Child Development has appealed to people to inform at Childline Toll-free helpline
no 1098 if they come across any child which needs counselling or any assistance.



The Ministry has notified the Team CHILDLINE1098 to engage with authorities to ensure safety of children
affected by COVID19 Pandemic. This helpline works round the clock on all days.

PM Swasthya Suraksha Yojana


The Central government has approved setting up 22 new All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) so
far under Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) out of which six are already fully functional.



PMSSY was announced in 2003 with objectives of correcting regional imbalances in the availability of
affordable/ reliable tertiary healthcare services and also to augment facilities for quality medical education in
the country.



The PMSSY is implemented by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. It has two components: 1.
Setting up new AIIMS (All India Institute of Medical Sciences). 2. Upgradation of government medical
colleges in various states. The project cost for upgradation of each medical college institution is shared by the
Centre and the state.

GI certified Gholvad sapota from Maharashtra finds its way to the UK


A consignment of Dahanu Gholvad sapota (naseberry) has been exported to the United Kingdom from
Maharashtra‘s Palghar district, providing a major boost to shipments of Geographical Indication (GI)
certified products from India.
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The Maharashtra Rajya Chikoo Utpadak Sangh holds the GI certification for Gholvad Sapota and the
fruit is popular for its sweet and unique taste. The unique taste is believed to be derived from calcium rich soil
of the Gholvad village in Palghar district.



The Dahanu Gholvad Sapota, sourced from the authorized GI users, were sorted and graded from the
Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority (APEDA)-assisted and registered
packhouse facility at Kay Bee Agro International Private Limited, Tapi in Gujarat. The firm also exported the
consignment.

China observatory spots record-breaking gamma rays


On a windswept Tibetan plateau, a new $175 million observatory in southwestern China has already
discovered something that is tantalizing astronomers even before the observatory is technically complete.



Scientists detected bursts of gamma rays from outer space that may someday help explain how matter is
created and distributed across the universe. Astrophysicist Cao Zhen opens a steel hatch and climbs down a
ladder into inky darkness. His flashlight picks out a boat floating on a pool of purified water above thousands of
glittering orbs the size of beachballs.



He‘s inside the Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory, the biggest device of its kind, that has
detected a dozen sources of ultra high-energy gamma rays, according to a study in the journal Nature, from
what Cao calls ―many hot spots,‖ in our Milky Way galaxy. China‘s new Large High Altitude Air Shower
Observatory has detected a dozen sources of ultra high-energy gamma rays from within our Milky Way
galaxy.



Gamma rays with such high energy have never been detected before, and the findings suggest these rays
can come not just from dying stars, but are also generated inside massive young stars.
-----------------
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PERSONS IN NEWS
David Attenborough appointed as People‘s Advocate of COP26 for Climate Change


Sir David Attenborough, a natural historian and a world-renowned broadcaster was appointed as the People‘s
Advocate of the COP26 for the UK‘s Presidency of the UN Climate Change summit to be held in Glasgow
in November 2021.



Attenborough has been tasked with putting forward a case to key decision-makers, global leaders, and the
public to explain why climate action matters, highlight the progress to achieve the climate goals, and what
actions will the decision-makers need to take ahead of COP26.

Virologist Dr. Shahid Jameel quits as Chairman of Govt COVID Panel


Senior virologist Dr Shahid Jameel resigned as the chairman of scientific advisory group of the Indian
SARS-CoV-2 Genomics Consortium (INSACOG), a forum set up by the Centre for laboratory and
epidemiological surveillance of circulating strains of COVID-19 in India. Informing that he quit, Dr Shahid
Jameel told news agency Reuters that he was not ―obliged to give a reason‖ as to why he resigned.

Noted Environmentalist Sunderlal Bahuguna passes away


Noted Environmentalist Sunderlal Bahuguna passed away in Rishikesh, Uttarakhand. He was being treated
for COVID-19 related complications at AIIMS hospital in the city.

Aashritha V Olety is India‘s 1st woman flight test engineer


In yet another first for women in the Indian military, an officer of the Indian Air Force (IAF) has graduated
from the Air Force Test Pilot School as the country‘s first woman flight test engineer.



Squadron Leader Aashritha V Olety is the first and only woman in the IAF qualified for the role, and as a
flight test engineer, she evaluate aircraft and airborne systems before their induction into the armed forces. Olety,
a native of Karnataka, has graduated as part of the 43 rd Flight Test Course after completing a one-year course at
the pilot school.

Woman mountaineer from Himachal among first to summit Mount Pumori of Everest Massif


Two women mountaineers — one from Himachal Pradesh and the other from Rajasthan — have defied all
odds and a raging pandemic to become the first Indian women to summit Mount Pumori (7,161 metres) in
Nepal. The duo also are the first in the country to scale a mountain that is part of the Everest Massif.



The mountaineers, Baljeet Kaur, of Solan district of Himachal and Gunbala Sharma of Rajasthan are part
of a 12-member team that will attempt to conquer all four peaks that are part of the Everest Massif. Four
peaks — Mt Nuptse (7,862 metres), Mt Pumori (7,161m), Mt Lhotse (8,516m) along with the tallest
mountain on earth, Mt Everest (8,848.86m) — make up the Everest Massif.
-----------------
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AWARDS
Andrea Meza crowned Miss Universe 2021


The 2021 Miss Universe pageant is finally underway and the world finally has the new Miss Universe for the
year. The show, which was delayed last year due to the ongoing coronavirus endemic, returned to crown their
new winner.



And found a worthy candidate in Miss Mexico Andrea Meza out of the 74 women who competed in the
competition. The 26-year-old Andrea, who had previously won the Miss Mexico crown in 2019, took home
the Miss Universe crown, beating out runner-up, Miss Brazil Julia Gama, and second runner-up, Miss Peru
Janick Maceta Del Castillo.

Miss Universe 3rd runner-up Adline Castelino


LIVA Miss Diva Universe 2020 Adline Castelino returned to India after being ranked the third runner-up
at the 69th Miss Universe pageant.

Naturalist Jane Goodall wins 2021 Templeton prize for life‘s work


The naturalist Jane Goodall has been announced as the 2021 winner of the Templeton prize in recognition
of her life‘s work on animal intelligence and humanity. Goodall built her global reputation on her
groundbreaking studies of chimpanzees in Tanzania in the 1960s.

British Indian chemist Shankar Balasubramanian in Millennium Technology Prize winning team
for revolutionary DNA tech


Cambridge University chemists Shankar Balasubramanian and David Klenerman were declared the
winners of the 2020 Millennium Technology Prize, a prestigious global science and technology prize
awarded for their development of revolutionary sequencing techniques which means DNA can now be read
in super-fast times.



The prize, awarded by Technology Academy Finland (TAF) at two-year intervals since 2004 - when Sir
Tim Berners-Lee was honoured for his discovery of the World Wide Web - to highlight the extensive impact of
science and innovation on the wellbeing of society, is worth Euro 1 million.

Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank conferred ‗International Invincible Gold Medal‘ of this year


International Invincible Gold Medal of this year has been conferred on Union Education Minister Dr
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank. The decision was made after due deliberations by a high-powered committee duly
constituted under the leadership of Dr Tony Nader.



Dr Nader lauded the Union Education Minister for his continuous support and commitment to the world
peace program and propagating ancient Vedic values, wisdom and traditional knowledge in the most scientific
manner. The honour was announced at a two-day virtual session which was attended by representatives from
over 110 countries. The award will be formally presented to the union minister on Guru Purnima this year.
------------------
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Hypertension Day


World Hypertension day is celebrated on May 17 every year. World Hypertension Day is observed every year
to raise awareness about the silent killer.



The theme for WHD 2021 is Measure Your Blood Pressure, Control It, Live Longer.

International Museum Day


International Museum Day is an international day held annually on or around 18 May, coordinated by the
International Council of Museums.



The theme of International Museum Day 2021 is ―The Future of Museums: Recover and Reimagine”. The
event highlights a specific theme which changes every year reflecting a relevant theme or issue facing museums
internationally.

World Bee Day 20 May


The fourth observance of World Bee Day was celebrated - in the midst of a still ongoing pandemic - with a
virtual event organized by the FAO on 20 May 2021 under the theme ―Bee engaged – Build Back Better for
Bees‖.



The event called for global cooperation and solidarity to counter the threats posed by the COVID-19
pandemic to food security and agricultural livelihoods alongside prioritizing environmental regeneration and
pollinator protection. It will be an occasion to raise awareness of how everyone can make a difference to support,
restore and enhance the role of pollinators.

International Tea Day 21 May


International tea day is celebrated every year on the 21 st of May. First-ever International Tea Day was on
21 May 2020 and in the current year 2021, it is the second observance of this day.



Although 21st May was the second International Tea Day yet we may proclaim the theme for this day as ―Tea
and Fair Trade‖.

International Day for Biological Diversity 2021


The International Day for Biological Diversity is marked on May 22. As the name suggests, International Day
for Biological Diversity is observed to raise and create awareness about biodiversity issues.



The theme of the day this year has been finalised as, ―We‘re part of the solution #ForNature.‖ The idea
behind choosing this as the theme is to draw people‘s attention towards the fact that biodiversity continues to be
the answer for a significant number of sustainable development challenges.
------------------
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QUESTIONS
1.

Name the first Indian-origin fighter to win a world title in a top-level MMA promotion when he beat Brandon Vera
to become the heavyweight world champion at the Singapore-based One Championship.
(a) Nimit Vishnani
(b) Atul Garg
(c) Vishal Raheja
(d) Arjan Bhullar

2.

Who among the following topped Fortune‘s list of the world‘s 50 greatest leaders?
(a) Jacinda Ardern
(b) Narendra Modi
(c) Bill Gates
(d) Adar Poonawalla

3.

In Tennis, who won the Women‘s Singles title of Italian Open?
(a) Iga Swiatek
(b) Milanda Knock
(c) Divistic Hiytre

(d) Naomi Okiwara

4.

Recently, Chief Justice of India N.V. Ramana launched an official mobile application for Journalists to cover
proceedings of the apex court. Name the application?
(a) ‗Indian Notes‘
(b) ‗Important Notes‘
(c) ‗Indicative Notes‘
(d) ‗Conclusive Notes‘

5.

World Bee Day is celebrated on:
(a) 14th May
(b) 16th May

(c) 18th May

(d) 20th May

6.

Recently, The lander carrying _______ first Mars rover - Zhu Rong successfully landed on Mars.
(a) China‘s
(b) Japan‘s
(c) South Korea‘s
(d) Thailand‘s

7.

Recently, senior virologist _______ has resigned as chairman of a forum of scientific advisers set up by the
government last year.
(a) Shahid Jameel
(b) Mushtaq Mohammad (c) Hitesh Lalwani
(d) Muqeem Siddhiqui

8.

Recently, International Invincible Gold Medal of this year has been conferred on _______.
(a) Dr Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank
(b) Smriti Irani
(c) Dr. Harshavardhan
(d) Dharmendra Pradhan

9.

The Asian Development Bank has committed a record USD 3.92 billion in sovereign loans for 13 projects to
_______ in 2020.
(a) Japan
(b) India
(c) Bangladesh
(d) South Korea

10.

The National Gallery of Modern Art started a month long online summer workshop _______.
(a) NAIMISHA 2021
(b) VAISHAKHA 2021 (c) JAISIMHA 2021
(d) VISTARAK 2021

11.

Recently, Mahratta Chamber of Commerce Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA), in association with National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has launched India‘s first and unique Agriculture Export
Facilitation Centre in _______.
(a) Nagpur
(b) Pune
(c) Bhopal
(d) Bilaspur

12.

Moctar Ouane has been appointed as the new Prime Minister of:
(a) Indonesia
(b) Malaysia
(c) Benin

(d) Mali

13.

Recently, Anatole Collinet Makosso has been appointed as the new Prime Minister of _______.
(a) Mali
(b) Nigeria
(c) South Sudan
(d) Congo

14.

Name the Small Finance Bank which has announced the launch of ―I choose my number‖ feature for all its
customers across India.
(a) Jana Small Finance Bank
(b) Ujjivan Small Finance Bank
(c) Utkarsh Small Finance Bank
(d) Equitas Small Finance Bank
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15.

Recently, _______ the citizen engagement platform of the Government has launched an Innovation Challenge for
creating an Indian Language Learning App.
(a) MyGov
(b) MyCity
(c) MyApp
(d) MyLearn

16.

Which of the following countries new agricultural climate policy is set to deliver a world-first scheme within the
next year where farmers can earn and trade credits for environmental gains as well as for carbon offsets?
(a) Australia
(b) New Zealand
(c) Ireland
(d) Iceland

17.

The International Boxing Association (AIBA) announced that the world championship of boxing for men will be
held in _______.
(a) Lisbon, Portugal
(b) Belgrade, Serbia
(c) Lyon, France
(d) Munich, Germany

18.

Which of the following ministries has signed an MoU with Microsoft for digital transformation of Tribal Schools
such as Eklavya Model Residential Schools and Ashram Schools?
(a) Tribal Affairs Ministry
(b) Home Ministry
(c) Finance Ministry
(d) Health and Family Affairs Ministry

19.

World Hypertension day is celebrated on _______ every year.
(a) 13th May
(b) 14th May
(c) 17th May

(d) 20th May

20.

Recently, Andrea Meza crowned Miss Universe 2021. Andrea Meza belongs to:
(a) Portugal
(b) South Africa
(c) Mexico
(d) Finland

21.

International Museum Day is an international day held annually on or around _______ coordinated by the
International Council of Museums.
(a) 10th May
(b) 13th May
(c) 16th May
(d) 18th May

22.

Which of the following has proposed an elaborate framework for setting up a gold exchange wherein the yellow
metal will be traded in the form of electronic gold receipts?
(a) SEBI
(b) NABARD
(c) CRISIL
(d) SIDBI

23.

Recently, Indian Navy hosted ‗GMS-21‘ under the aegis of Naval War College, Goa. How many countries
representatives took online participation in it?
(a) 7
(b) 9
(c) 11
(d) 13

24.

Which of the following telecom companies is set to construct largest submarine cable system in India?
(a) Airtel
(b) Reliance Jio
(c) VI
(d) BSNL

25.

Two women mountaineers one from Himachal Pradesh and the other from Rajasthan have defied all odds and a
raging pandemic to become the first Indian women to summit _______ in Nepal.
(a) Mount Pumori
(b) Mount Khumbu Yui Lha
(c) Mount Cho Oyu
(d) Mount Ama Dablam

26.

The _______ launched the ―Vaidya Aapke Dwar‖ scheme, through which medical specialists can be consulted
through live video call from home.
(a) Department of FINANCE
(b) Department of AYUSH
(c) Department of HOME
(d) Department of HEALTH

27.

Recently, GoAir has rebranded itself as _______.
(a) Go First
(b) Go Through

28.

(c) Go In

(d) Go & Join

According to World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF) recent report, more than 70 per cent habitat of the snow
leopard over _______ Asian countries remains unresearched.
(a) 5
(b) 7
(c) 9
(d) 12
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29.

Who among the following announced the online portal, dubbed as Jagrut Tripura, which would help pandemic-hit
businesses with loan needs and other requirements?
(a) Tathagat Roy
(b) Aditya Adhikari
(c) Manik Sarkar
(d) Biplab Kumar Deb

30.

Who was recently declared the winner of the 2020 Millennium Technology Prize, a prestigious global science and
technology prize?
(a) Shankar Balasubramanian
(b) Anil Kumar
(c) Anant Sheshadri
(d) Ronit Sharma

31.

Which of the following state governments has clinched the first position in the recent ranking released by the Union
Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs based on the progress of the implementation of the Smart City Mission‘s
schemes?
(a) Karnataka
(b) Jharkhand
(c) Odisha
(d) Madhya Pradesh

32.

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has recently sent a notice to _______ asking the
messaging platform to withdraw its updated privacy policy.
(a) Facebook
(b) WhatsApp
(c) Google
(d) Samsung

33.

The people of _______ have started availing the facilities offered by Amrit Vahini website, App and the related
chatboat.
(a) Chhattisgarh
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Jharkhand
(d) Odisha

34.

Which of the following states stands at first place when it comes to establishing health and wellness centres (HWC)
under the Ayushman Bharat programme to provide comprehensive primary health care in rural areas?
(a) Karnataka
(b) Kerala
(c) Andhra Pradesh
(d) Madhya Pradesh

35.

The Ministry of Women and Child Development has appealed to people to inform at Childline Toll-free helpline no
_______ if they come across any child which needs counselling or any assistance.
(a) 1072
(b) 1081
(c) 1089
(d) 1098

36.

Which state government has decided to launch ―Mahtari Dular Yojna‖ in India?
(a) Chhattisgarh
(b) Jharkhand
(c) Madhya Pradesh
(d) Uttar Pradesh

37.

Recently, Newly calved iceberg, designated A-76 by scientists, was spotted in recent satellite images captured by
the Copernicus Sentinel-1 mission. The iceberg is found in:
(a) Africa
(b) Antarctica
(c) North America
(d) South America

38.

International Tea Day is celebrated every year on:
(a) 16th May
(b) 18th May
(c) 21st May

(d) 25th May

39.

Recently, The 51st edition of virtual Indian Handicrafts and Gift Fair was inaugurated in:
(a) Delhi
(b) Mumbai
(c) Hyderabad
(d) Bengaluru

40.

Recently, LIVA Miss Diva Universe 2020 _______ returned to India after being ranked the third runner-up at the
69th Miss Universe pageant.
(a) Thomas Hister
(b) Eucos Detre
(c) Adline Castelino
(d) Caucos Hector

41.

How many Indian sites have been added to the tentative list of UNESCO‘s world heritage sites?
(a) 3
(b) 4
(c) 6
(d) 10

42.

Which of the following states has declared black fungus as an epidemic and a notifiable disease in the state in May
2021?
(a) Andhra Pradesh
(b) Rajasthan
(c) Bihar
(d) Kerala
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43.

Who among the following chaired the opening session of the 33rd meeting of Health Ministers of Commonwealth
countries through video conferencing?
(a) Piyush Goel
(b) Nitin Gadkari
(c) Dr. Jayashanker
(d) Dr Harsh Vardhan

44.

A Ceasefire came into force in Gaza Strip, bringing halt to fiercest fighting between Israel and _______.
(a) Hamas
(b) Jordan
(c) Syria
(d) Oman

45.

‗Swadhinta Puraskar 2021‘ is the highest civilian award of _______.
(a) Nepal
(b) Bhutan
(c) Bangladesh

(d) Sri Lanka

46.

Which of the following countries has signed anti-hate crime legislation in May 2021?
(a) India
(b) Japan
(c) Germany
(d) USA

47.

Which of the following countries tightened restrictions that ban financial institutions and payment companies from
providing services related to cryptocurrencies, marking a fresh crackdown on digital money in May 2021?
(a) India
(b) USA
(c) Singapore
(d) China

48.

NASA and _______‘s spacecraft has captured the first solar eruption on the Sun‘s surface.
(a) European Space Agency
(b) ISRO
(c) JAXA
(d) CSA

49.

The Central government has approved setting up _______ new All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) so
far under Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) out of which six are already fully functional.
(a) 15
(b) 22
(c) 25
(d) 30

50.

A consignment of Dahanu Gholvad sapota (naseberry) has been exported to the United Kingdom from _______‘s
Palghar district, providing a major boost to shipments of Geographical Indication (GI) certified products from
India.
(a) Maharashtra
(b) Madhya Pradesh
(c) Andhra Pradesh
(d) Uttar Pradesh

51.

Who has been announced as the 2021 winner of the Templeton prize in recognition of her life‘s work on animal
intelligence and humanity?
(a) Jane Goodall
(b) Thomas Mill
(c) Edward Faunci
(d) Max Cert

52.

The Defence Research and Development Organisation, DRDO has developed an antibody detection-based kit
_______ the DIPAS-VDx COVID-19 IgG Antibody Microwell ELISA for sero-surveillance.
(a) ‗DIPMARS‘
(b) ‗DIPCOVAN‘
(c) ‗DIPTIGERS‘
(d) ‗DIPCORONA‘

53.

Recently, Rural Development Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched _______ and Area officer monitoring App
through Video-Conferencing.
(a) National Mobile Monitoring Software, NMMS app
(b) National Mono Messaging Software, NMMS app
(c) National Mobile Messaging System, NMMS app
(d) National Mono Monitoring System, NMMS app

54.

The Reserve Bank of India will transfer _______ crore rupees as surplus to the Central Government.
(a) 66,952
(b) 72,654
(c) 99,122
(d) 1, 04,655

55.

Which of the following countries will host FIFA U-17 women‘s World Cup next year?
(a) Bangladesh
(b) China
(c) Japan
(d) India

56.

Which of the following two countries attended the groundbreaking ceremony of the biggest nuclear energy project
to build four nuclear power plants?
(a) China and Russia
(b) India and Pakistan
(c) Japan and Singapore (d) South Korea and Thailand
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57.

Recently, Technology giant Google has announced its first ever physical retail store will open this summer in the
Chelsea area of _______.
(a) New York City
(b) Washington D.C. City
(c) London City
(d) Paris City

58.

In order to support indigenous solutions and innovative products to combat the pandemic, the Centre has come with
a new initiative _______.
(a) NIDHI1COVID2.0
(b) NIDHI4COVID2.0
(c) NIDHI4CORONA2.0
(d) NIDHI2CORONA3.0

59.

Which of the following banks has issued the first-ever foreign portfolio investor (FPI) licence to the GIFT IFSC
alternative investment fund (AIF) of True Beacon Global?
(a) HDFC Bank
(b) Kotak Mahindra Bank
(c) ICICI Bank
(d) Axis Bank

60.

Who has been appointed as the People‘s Advocate of the COP26 for the UK‘s Presidency of the UN Climate
Change summit to be held in Glasgow?
(a) Atwood Feryer
(b) David Attenborough
(c) Edward Faunci
(d) Thomas Mueller

61.

Name the first and only woman in the IAF who have qualified for the role as a flight test engineer.
(a) Squadron Leader Aashritha V Olety
(b) Squadron Leader Anamika Jain
(c) Squadron Leader Aishwarya Kutty
(d) Squadron Leader Alankrita Murugan

62.

In a first in India which of the following state governments launched a mobile Covid-19 vaccination programme for
the beneficiaries who are living in urban as well as rural areas?
(a) Odisha
(b) Jharkhand
(c) Chhattisgarh
(d) Maharashtra

63.

Which of the following Asian countries President recently dissolved parliament and fixed general elections in
November amid a worsening COVID-19 outbreak?
(a) Myanmar
(b) Nepal
(c) Bangladesh
(d) Thailand

64.

Recently, the 2021 G20 summit is the upcoming sixteenth meeting of Group of Twenty (G20), scheduled to take
place in _______.
(a) Paris, France
(b) Rome, Italy
(c) Munich, Germany
(d) Dublin, Ireland

65.

The recent amendments has allowed Indian insurance company to enhance the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit
in the sector to _______ from 49%.
(a) 51%
(b) 60%
(c) 74%
(d) 100%

66.

The International Day for Biological Diversity is marked on _______.
(a) May 12
(b) May 15
(c) May 19

(d) May 22

67.

The International Monetary Fund has proposed a _______ global vaccination plan that would cover at least 40 per
cent of the global population by the end of 2021 and at least 60 per cent by the first half of 2022.
(a) $20 billion
(b) $30 billion
(c) $50 billion
(d) $100 billion

68.

Which of the following countries has welcomed its first vaccine tourists a group of four from Latvia where they
became the first visitors to take advantage of the microstate‘s Sputnik V Covid-19 vaccine holiday package?
(a) San Marino
(b) Panama
(c) Italy
(d) France
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69.

Who was recently re-elected as the International Hockey Federation (FIH) President for a second term during the
virtual 47th Congress of the sport‘s global governing body?
(a) Narinder Batra
(b) Anupam Raheja
(c) Alok Bannerjee
(d) Shubham Bhatia

70.

The 2021 edition of the Asia Cup will now be held in _______ due to a lack of window in a rejigged cricket
calendar that is constantly subject to change amid an evolving COVID-19 situation.
(a) 2022
(b) 2023
(c) 2025
(d) 2030
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ANSWER KEY AND EXPLANATION
1. d

Arjan Bhullar became the first Indian-origin fighter to win a world title in a top-level MMA promotion when he
beat Brandon Vera to become the heavyweight world champion at the Singapore-based One Championship.

2. a

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern topped Fortune‘s list of the world‘s 50 greatest leaders and CEO of
Serum Institute of India, Adar Poonawalla also made it to the list.

3. a

In Tennis, Polish teenager Iga Swiatek has won the Women‘s Singles title of Italian Open.

4. c

Chief Justice Ramana also highlighted the introduction of another feature on the official website and mobile
application of the Supreme Court. He said, this new feature, called ‗Indicative Notes‘ is aimed at providing concise
summaries of landmark judgements in an easy-to-understand format.

5. d

The fourth observance of World Bee Day will be celebrated - in the midst of a still ongoing pandemic - with a
virtual event organized by the FAO on 20 May 2021 under the theme ―Bee engaged – Build Back Better for Bees‖.

6. a

The lander carrying China‘s first Mars rover - Zhu Rong successfully landed on Mars.

7. a

Senior virologist Shahid Jameel has resigned as chairman of a forum of scientific advisers set up by the government
last year.

8. a

International Invincible Gold Medal of this year has been conferred on Union Education Minister Dr Ramesh
Pokhriyal Nishank.

9. b

The Asian Development Bank has committed a record USD 3.92 billion in sovereign loans for 13 projects to India
in 2020.

10. a National Gallery of Modern Art started a month long online summer workshop- NAIMISHA 2021.
11. b Mahratta Chamber of Commerce Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA), in association with National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has launched India‘s first and unique Agriculture Export
Facilitation Centre in Pune.
12. d Mali‘s Prime Minister Moctar Ouane resigned and was reinstated in a formality required before forming a new
government.
13. d Congo‘s President Denis Sassou Nguesso has appointed Anatole Collinet Makosso as the new prime minister of the
country, replacing Clement Mouamba.
14. a Jana Small Finance Bank announced the launch of ―I choose my number‖ feature for all its customers across India.
15. a MyGov, the citizen engagement platform of the Government has launched an Innovation Challenge for creating an
Indian Language Learning App.
16. a Australia‘s new agricultural climate policy is set to deliver a world-first scheme within the next year where farmers
can earn and trade credits for environmental gains as well as for carbon offsets.
17. b The International Boxing Association (AIBA) announced that the world championship of boxing for men will be
held from 26 October to 6 November in Belgrade, Serbia
18. a Tribal Affairs Ministry and Microsoft have signed an MoU for digital transformation of Tribal Schools such as
Eklavya Model Residential Schools and Ashram Schools.
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19. c World Hypertension day is celebrated on May 17 every year.
20. c Andrea Meza crowned Miss Universe 2021. The 26-year-old Andrea, who had previously won the Miss Mexico
crown in 2019, took home the Miss Universe crown, beating out runner-up, Miss Brazil Julia Gama, and second
runner-up, Miss Peru Janick Maceta Del Castillo.
21. d International Museum Day is an international day held annually on or around 18 May, coordinated by the
International Council of Museums.
22. a Markets regulator Sebi proposed an elaborate framework for setting up a gold exchange wherein the yellow metal
will be traded in the form of electronic gold receipts and will help in having a transparent domestic spot price
discovery mechanism.
23. d Online participation of Naval representatives from 13 Indian Ocean Littoral countries, which included India,
Bangladesh, Comoros, Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Myanmar, Seychelles, Singapore,
Sri Lanka and Thailand.
24. b Reliance Jio Infocomm, currently deploying two next-generation cables to support the extraordinary growth in
terms of data demand across the region.
25. a Two women mountaineers — one from Himachal Pradesh and the other from Rajasthan — have defied all odds and
a raging pandemic to become the first Indian women to summit Mount Pumori (7,161 metres) in Nepal.
26. b The Department of AYUSH launched the ―Vaidya Aapke Dwar‖ scheme, through which free AYUSH medical
specialists can be consulted through live video call from home.
27. a GoAir has rebranded itself as Go First as the Wadia group-owned airline prepares for an IPO and ambitious
expansion after a rocky period when the pandemic derailed the aviation sector.
28. d More than 70 per cent habitat of the snow leopard, over 12 Asian countries, remains unresearched.
29. d Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb took to Twitter to make the announcement about the online portal, dubbed as
Jagrut Tripura, which would help pandemic-hit businesses with loan needs and other requirements.
30. a Cambridge University chemists Shankar Balasubramanian and David Klenerman were declared the winners of the
2020 Millennium Technology Prize, a prestigious global science and technology prize awarded for their
development of revolutionary sequencing techniques which means DNA can now be read in super-fast times.
31. b Jharkhand has clinched the first position in the recent ranking released by the Union Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs, Government of India, based on the progress of the implementation of the Smart City Mission‘s
schemes running in different 100 cities of the Country‘s 36 states and union territories.
32. b The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has sent a notice to WhatsApp asking the messaging
platform to withdraw its updated privacy policy.
33. c The people of Jharkhand have started availing the facilities offered by Amrit Vahini website, App and the related
chatboat.
34. a Karnataka stands at first place when it comes to establishing health and wellness centres (HWC) under the
Ayushman Bharat programme to provide comprehensive primary health care in rural areas.
35. d Ministry of Women and Child Development has appealed to people to inform at Childline Toll-free helpline no
1098 if they come across any child which needs counselling or any assistance.
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36. a The Chhattisgarh government will bear education expenses of the children who have lost parents to COVID-19.The
state government has decided to launch the `Chhattisgarh Mahtari Dular Yojna‘ for such children.
37. b A giant slab of ice bigger than the Spanish island of Majorca has sheared off from the frozen edge of Antarctica
into the Weddell Sea, becoming the largest iceberg currently afloat in the world.
38. c The General Assembly decided to designate 21 May as International Tea Day.
39. a The 51st edition of virtual Indian Handicrafts and Gift Fair, IHGF of Delhi was inaugurated.
40. c Adline Mewis Quadros Castelino is an Indian model and beauty pageant titleholder. She was crowned as Miss Diva
Universe 2020 and represented India at the Miss Universe 2020 pageant where she finished 4 th among contestants
from 73 countries.
41. c Six Indian sites, including the temples of Kanchipuram in Tamil Nadu, the Ganga ghats in Varanasi, and the
Satpura Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh, have been added to the tentative list of UNESCO‘s world heritage sites,
the Ministry of Culture, recently announced. The submissions were made by Archaeological Survey of India, which
is responsible for the conservation and preservation of Indian monuments.
42. b The Rajasthan government declared black fungus as an epidemic and a notifiable disease in the state under the
Rajasthan Epidemic Act, 2020. The government said this notification was issued to ensure integrated and
coordinated treatment of black fungus and Covid-19.
43. d Union Health Minister Dr Harsh Vardhan chaired the opening session of the 33 rd meeting of Health Ministers of
Commonwealth countries through video conferencing. The theme of the conference was ―Commonwealth
Response to COVID-19: Ensuring Equitable Access to Vaccines and Building Resilience for Health Systems and
Emergencies.
44. a A Ceasefire came into force in Gaza Strip, bringing halt to fiercest fighting between Israel and Hamas. The Egypt
brokered ceasefire began early this morning, ending the 11-day fighting. The Security Cabinet of Israel had
approved a ceasefire in the Gaza Strip, bringing a potentially tenuous halt to the most aggressive fight in decades.
The Cabinet said it had voted unanimously in favour of a mutual and unconditional truce proposed by mediator
Egypt.
45. c Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina gave away the highest civilian award of Bangladesh ‗Swadhinta Puraskar 2021‘ also
known as Independence Award to nine individuals and a research organisation. The award for the year 2021
included four posthumous awards given to AKM Bazlur Rahman, Shaheed Ahsanullah Master, Brigadier General
Khurshid Uddin Ahmed, and Akhtaruzzaman Chowdhury Babu for their contribution to independence and the War
of Liberation.
46. d United States President Joe Biden has signed anti-hate crime legislation, directing federal law enforcement to
address a rise in violent attacks against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders during the coronavirus pandemic in
the USA.
47. d Chinese regulators have tightened restrictions that ban financial institutions and payment companies from providing
services related to cryptocurrencies, marking a fresh crackdown on digital money. Compared with a previous ban
issued in 2017, the new rules greatly expanded the scope of prohibited services, and judged that ―virtual currencies
are not supported by any real value‖.
48. a NASA and European Space Agency‘s spacecraft has captured the first solar eruption on the Sun‘s surface. These
eruptions are also known as coronal mass ejections (CME). If these eruptions on the Sun‘s surface are big enough,
they can cause billions of tons of plasma and electrically charged particles to dash towards Earth.
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49. b The Central government has approved setting up 22 new All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) so far
under Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha Yojana (PMSSY) out of which six are already fully functional.
50. a A consignment of Dahanu Gholvad sapota (naseberry) has been exported to the United Kingdom from
Maharashtra‘s Palghar district, providing a major boost to shipments of Geographical Indication (GI) certified
products from India.
51. a The naturalist Jane Goodall has been announced as the 2021 winner of the Templeton prize in recognition of her
life‘s work on animal intelligence and humanity.
52. b Defence Research and Development Organisation, DRDO has developed an antibody detection-based kit
‗DIPCOVAN‘, the DIPAS-VDx COVID-19 IgG Antibody Microwell ELISA for sero-surveillance.
53. a Rural Development Minister Narendra Singh Tomar launched National Mobile Monitoring Software, NMMS app
and Area officer monitoring App through Video-Conferencing.
54. c Reserve Bank of India will transfer 99,122 crore rupees as surplus to the Central Government.
55. d India was earlier scheduled to host the 2020 U-17 World Cup but it was postponed to 2021 before being cancelled
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
56. a Chinese President Xi Jinping and his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin hailed the nuclear cooperation between
the two neighbours as they virtually attended the groundbreaking ceremony of the biggest nuclear energy project to
build four nuclear power plants in China costing about USD 3 billion.
57. a Technology giant Google has announced its first ever physical retail store will open this summer in the Chelsea
area of New York City.
58. b To support indigenous solutions and innovative products to combat the pandemic, the Centre has come with a new
initiative, NIDHI4COVID2.0.
59. b Kotak Mahindra Bank has issued the first-ever foreign portfolio investor (FPI) licence to the GIFT IFSC alternative
investment fund (AIF) of True Beacon Global.
60. b Sir David Attenborough, a natural historian and a world-renowned broadcaster was appointed as the People‘s
Advocate of the COP26 for the UK‘s Presidency of the UN Climate Change summit to be held in Glasgow in
November 2021.
61. a Squadron Leader Aashritha V Olety is the first and only woman in the IAF qualified for the role, and as a flight test
engineer, she evaluate aircraft and airborne systems before their induction into the armed forces.
62. b The state government is gearing up to launch a mobile Covid-19 vaccination programme for the beneficiaries who
are living in urban as well as rural areas by the end of May.
63. b Nepal plunged into fresh political turmoil as President Bidya Devi Bhandari dissolved parliament and fixed general
elections in November amid a worsening COVID-19 outbreak.
64. b The 2021 G20 Rome summit is the upcoming sixteenth meeting of Group of Twenty (G20), scheduled to take place
in Rome, the capital city of Italy.
65. c The recent amendments to enhance the foreign direct investment (FDI) limit in the sector to 74% from 49%.
66. d The International Day for Biological Diversity is marked on May 22.
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67. a The International Monetary Fund has proposed a $50 billion global vaccination plan that would cover at least 40
per cent of the global population by the end of 2021 and at least 60 per cent by the first half of 2022.
68. a The tiny central European republic of San Marino welcomed its first vaccine tourists – a group of four from Latvia,
who drove 26 hours in a camper van to reach San Marino, where they became the first visitors to take advantage of
the microstate‘s Sputnik V Covid-19 vaccine holiday package.
69. a Incumbent Narinder Batra of India was re-elected as the International Hockey Federation (FIH) President for a
second term during the virtual 47th Congress of the sport‘s global governing body.
70. b The 2021 edition of the Asia Cup will now be held in 2023 due to a lack of window in a rejigged cricket calendar
that is constantly subject to change amid an evolving COVID-19 situation.
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